
IMPORTANCE OF PENELOPE IN HOMERS ODYSSEY ESSAY

Free Essay: Odysseus's wife, Penelope plays a crucial role in Homer's 'The Odyssey', with not only providing the
motivation for Odysseus's return to Ithaca.

Penelope entices her suitors in case she has to remarry in the future and also she inveigles them into giving her
gifts. The objective of this essay is to analyze the important role of Penelope in Odyssey. Throughout history
we notice how male dominance takes place within a society. The example essays in Kibin's library were
written by real students for real classes. Society was organized, directed, and controlled by men, and it was
accepted that women occupied a subservient and inferior position. Each disguise is unique, created for a
specific purpose. Domestic affairs, for the most part, were not noted. She is also the center of the plot
involving the suitors and the fate of Telemakos and Ithaca itself. For your fame has reached broad heaven
itself, like that of some illustrious king. They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't
waste time removing every error. As aforementioned Penelope is the main reason for Odysseus's return to
Ithaca, as well as wanting to be united with his son Telemakos. Penelope's love and devotion towards
Odysseus is proven when she waits nineteen years On the Nature of the Female in Ancient Epic, the depiction
of virtuous women such as Athena and Penelope in Homer's Odyssey words - 3 pages did not show traits of
virtue. What makes you cringe? The objective of this essay is to analyze the important role of Penelope in
Odyssey. Penelope's responsibility is to develop and maintain the best reputation. This sounds more like a
woman mourning the recent raw, loss of her lover. Her house is overrun with arrogant men who are making
love to her servants and eating her out of house and home, all the while saying that they are courting her. He is
driven throughout his entire journey to go back and see his wife. He gains much of his knowledge through
travel, the meeting of different cultures and peoples and learns from suffering and mistakes. The literature of a
of masculine society, of which Homer's Odyssey is an excellent example, aptly illustrates these social
conventions According to Homer's account, with its origin in oral tradition, the two quests are interchangeable,
as a mortal defines himself with his home, his geographic origin, his ancestors, his offspring, etc. All of the
laws governing the population of Greece were not only written by men, but also enforced by men. Reading
example essays works the same way! This is called patriarchy, which is a form of social organization in which
the father or oldest male is the head of the family, and descent and relationship are reckoned through the male
line; government or rule by a man or men. Back when Penelope was alive it was not proper for a lady to be
with more than one man and Penelope knew this. Odyssey even goes as far to turn down the gift immortality
with the beautiful Calypso in order to continue with journey home She humbles herself with the invasion of
the grooms, obeys her son Telemachus without a word, when he orders her to retire to his chambers. Penelope
is the reason for Odysseus's return to Ithaca. She, of course, is thwarted by the end of the story. Here again, we
can see the importance of goddess Athena in Odysseus's life. Political rights and citizenship in Greek society
truly defined the roles of women in this time period. Telemachos often tells his mother, as in book 1 line , to
go back to her distaff, while he was to attend political councils: "Go therefore back in the house and take up
your own work, the loom and distaff, and see to it that your handmates ply their work also; but the men must
see a discussion, all men, but I most of all.


